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Overview

§ Assessing impact of publications 

§ “broad” vs. “deep”

§ Clearer picture of contributions to research

§ Background

§ Methods

§ Findings

§ What it all means

How can the impact of a publication be accurately assessed? 
How might this impact change over time? 



Background

BU ET AL. (2021)

§ Propose “breadth” and “depth” metrics

§ Describing impact type

§ Qualitatively assess large networks

LENG (2022)

§ Qualitative analysis of one study (Paul et al. 1963).

§ Believes Paul et al. (1963) is broad

§ Many different topics under one umbrella topic 

§ Approach is not scalable, prone to biases

Can Bu’s methods answer the question 
proposed by Leng?



Methods

§ Citations to Paul et al. (1963) 1963-1984 from WoS

§ Compared my data against Leng’s (2022)

§ Included publications written in English only

§ 407 publications & 1,728 citations

§ Calculated breadth and depth over 20 years

§ Out-degree of citing nodes

Fig. 1: Broad Network Fig. 2: Deep Network



Results

Fig. 3: Number of citations Paul et al. (1963) earned 
per year over the first 20 years of publication



Results

Fig. 4: Ratio of Paul et al.’s breadth and depth 
spanning twenty years since publication



Fig. 5: 1964 (year one)
75% broad

Fig. 6: 1966 (year three)
47% broad



Discussion

§ Breadth changes over time? Or with citation counts?

§ Breadth and depth are unstable measures at low citation 
counts

§ Easily influenced by new input

§ Accumulating citations takes time!

§ Changes are less dramatic as citation count increases



Discussion

§ Bu metrics show the Paul network is deep

§ Leng interpreted the Paul network as broad

§ Who is correct?

§ Leng likely over-reported breadth

§ Different topics in the same conversation (CHD)

§ Indicator of depth

§ “Breadth”  measures too strict for research articles

§ Which papers are broad?

§ Tools, not topics

§ Is there a highly cited “broad” research article?



Further 
Questions

§ How might Paul et al. (1963) compare against similar 
research articles? 

§ Should breadth be weighted differently for research 
articles? 
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